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	Title: Gardening Tips for November 2008 
	Author: by Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener Advisor
	Page 1: November signals the return of the rainy season for California gardeners.  Throughout most of the United States, cold and icy weather sets in and gardeners begin the long wait before they can go outside again.  While we don’t need to round up the snow shovels, overcast skies, rainy weather, and occasional strong winds still make a big change from the previous long, sunny months.  How should gardeners prepare for a California winter?PLANT:  There’s just a little time left to plant cool season lawns, trees, shrubs, winter vegetables, and native plants.  Finish planting winter annuals early in the month or they may just sit until weather warms again in spring.  Get all your spring flowering bulbs planted before Thanksgiving.  If you want to move some of your plants from one side of the yard to the other, it is best to transplant trees, shrubs, and perennials when they go dormant or drop their leaves.  They’ll experience little transplant shock and be ready to go in the spring.  If you plan to do any bare root planting this winter, prepare the soil now before it becomes waterlogged with winter rains.  Weed, loosen, and amend the planting area.MAINTAIN:  Check the staking of your trees.  Remove all nursery stakes (small stakes tied directly to the tree) and green plastic tape.  At planting young trees (and only young trees!) may need staking.  Tie them loosely with rubber ties to two stakes, so they move back and forth in the wind.  Keep them staked for 1-2 years.  As they grow be sure to loosen the ties, so they don’t cut into trunks and kill the tree.  Now look around the neighborhood at older trees and encourage the owners to remove ALL stakes.  It’s astounding how many trees there are around town with wooden crutches!Complete fall clean up of your gardens to reduce pests and diseases.  Cut back perennials to healthy clumps of new foliage.  Keep pulling weeds and smashing snails!PRUNE:  After leaf fall, begin pruning trees and shrubs for shape.  NEVER let anyone TOP your trees or turn them into hat racks.  Prevent storm damage by careful pruning.  A tree with no gaps in the leaf canopy behaves like a sail on a mast.  A strong wind may capsize it, especially if the ground is wet.  Open up spaces in dense trees by removing branches to the trunk (called thinning cuts).  Remove dead and weak branches that may break in a storm.  If a tree is leaning, prune back some branches on the side it’s leaning toward to help it right itself.  Prune junipers now, instead of the heat of summer, to prevent sunburn.  Don’t prune citrus.
	Page 2: WATER:  Monitor rainfall and water as needed.  Cooler temperatures and shorter days mean you may only need to water once a week.  Prepare for winter gully-washers by checking drainage.  Dig drainage trenches, mound beds, or plant ground cover to prevent rain puddling in low areas.FERTILIZE:  Fall and winter blooming plants could be fertilized now.  Also lightly fertilize cool season lawns and winter vegetables.  Don’t fertilize roses; we want to encourage them to go dormant by with- holding fertilizer and limiting water.  Don’t fertilize frost sensitive plants like bougainvillea, citrus or avocados.PREVENT:  If the leaves of your peach tree were deformed last year, you probably learned it had peach leaf curl, an airborne fungal disease that impairs fruiting and can eventually kill the tree.  Rake leaves when they fall, remove any fruit mummies, and discard both rather than put them in the compost pile.  Spray trunk, branches and ground underneath tree with a copper-based fungicide or a Bordeaux mixture (slurry made of hydrated lime and copper sulfate) or a synthetic fungicide.  Products need 50 percent copper to be effective; those containing less do not adequately control leaf curl – despite advertising claims.  If applied around Thanksgiving, a single spray will usually do the trick.  If we have a wet winter, then plan to spray again before the buds swell in spring.  Remember - there’s nothing you can do when the disease attacks your tree next spring.  Once you see it, it’s too late to do anything about it.  Fall and winter prevention is the only solution to a spring epidemic.Start watching for early frost, which can cause great damage to plants.  Protect tender garden plants by withholding fertilizer and reducing water.  This hardens plants to cold and reduces tender new growth.  Want to do more?  Wrap trunks of citrus, kiwi, avocado, and palms with heavy paper or burlap, but not plastic.  GIVE THANKS:  Harvest your garden for flowers, herbs, fruits, nuts, berries, and vegetables and enjoy your Thanksgiving with family and friends.
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